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The design of clinical trials in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is complex because many patients have concurrent liver disease, which can confound the assessment of clinical benefit. There is an urgent need for high-quality trials in this disease. An expert panel was convened by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases to develop guidelines that provide a common framework for designing trials to facilitate comparability of results. According to these guidelines, randomized phase 2 trials with a time-to-event primary endpoint, such as time to progression, are pivotal in clinical research on HCC. Survival remains the main endpoint to measure effectiveness in phase 3 studies, whereas time to recurrence is proposed as an appropriate endpoint in the adjuvant setting. Because progression-free survival and disease-free survival are composite endpoints, they are more vulnerable than others in HCC clinical studies and may not be able to capture clinical benefits. Selection of the target population should be based on the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging system. New drugs should be tested in patients with well-preserved liver function (Child-Pugh A class). Patients assigned to the control arm should receive standard-of-care therapy, that is, chemoembolization for patients with intermediate-stage disease and sorafenib for patients with advanced-stage disease. Further research is needed to incorporate biomarkers and molecular imaging into clinical research in HCC. These surrogate markers may help to enrich study populations and maximize the cost–benefit ratio of trial execution. Design and conduct of phase 3 trials should be coordinated by centers with appropriate expertise in HCC.
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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a major health problem worldwide. It is the sixth most common neoplasm in the world, with more than half a million new cases annually (1), and the main cause of death among cirrhotic patients (2). The incidence of HCC is increasing in the United States and Europe and within two decades is expected to equal that currently experienced in Japan (3). Chronic infection with hepatitis B virus is the predominant risk factor for HCC in Southeast Asia and Africa, and chronic infection with hepatitis C virus is the predominant risk factor for HCC in Western countries and Japan. Potentially curative treatments, mostly surgical in nature (ie, resection and liver transplantation), are applied to 30%–40% of patients in the West but a smaller proportion of patients in Asia (4). Few medical interventions have been thoroughly tested in HCC, in contrast with the many tested in other highly prevalent cancers, such as lung, breast, and colorectal cancer. In fact, thousands of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) evaluating therapeutic interventions have been published in these cancers, compared with only approximately 80 in HCC (5,6). Two-thirds of these studies had less than optimal study designs and methodology (5,6).

Several factors contribute to the difficulties in designing clinical trials in HCC. Inclusion criteria are frequently heterogeneous because of the lack of a consensus regarding a universal standardized classification, and this heterogeneity has made it difficult to compare, analyze, and interpret results of reported studies. Standardization of diagnostic criteria, stratification factors, and appropriate primary and surrogate endpoint are crucial for the advancement of clinical research in HCC and for capturing benefits in health outcomes that might be achieved with new interventions.

The advent of molecular targeted therapies in oncology has also challenged the use of conventional endpoints (eg, response rate) in phase 2 and 3 trials in HCC. Given these unmet needs for designing clinical trials in HCC, a group of experts was convened by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) in December 2006 to participate in a special “Endpoints” conference. The panel developed a set of guidelines that are aimed at providing a framework for the design of clinical trials by integrating
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knowledge about the standard of care in the disease with state-of-the-art knowledge in trial methodology. In this commentary, we summarize the natural history and standard treatments in HCC, review endpoints in targeted therapies in oncology, and provide the panel's recommendations on trial design, endpoints, and selection of study population and control arms in HCC. We also point out the main challenges of conducting trials in this disease.

Natural History, Prognosis, and Standard Treatments for Hepatocellular Carcinoma

An understanding of the natural history and prognostic factors in patients with HCC is essential for the design of clinical trials, analysis of statistical power, and appropriate patient stratification. The natural history and outcomes of HCC according to treatment have been previously established by the AASLD (7) and the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) practice guidelines (8). Those guidelines also established noninvasive diagnostic criteria for HCC that the expert panel accepted for trial design. Once a diagnosis has been made, patient prognosis will vary according to disease stage and treatment received. The main prognostic factors are related to tumor status (defined by the number and size of nodules, the presence or absence of vascular invasion, and the presence or absence of extrahepatic spread), liver function (defined by Child–Pugh class [Supplementary Table 1, available online]), serum bilirubin and albumin levels, and portal hypertension), and general health status (defined by Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group [ECOG] classification [Supplementary Table 2, available online] and presence of symptoms). Etiology is not an independent prognostic factor.

Several classification systems are available for HCC. The Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) classification (Supplementary Table 3, available online) has emerged during recent years as the standard classification that is used for trial design and clinical management of patients with HCC (4,9). This classification has been endorsed by an EASL panel of experts and the AASLD guidelines (7,8) and has been externally validated in European and American patient cohorts (10,11). The BCLC classification links stage stratification with a recommended treatment strategy and defines standard of care for each tumor stage. The less frequently used Tumor–Node–Metastasis (TNM)–American Joint Committee on Cancer classification is based on vascular invasion status as defined by pathological examination (12) and does not take into account the functional status of the liver, both of which are limitations for widespread clinical use. No established clinically applicable biological or genetic markers associated with clinical outcomes have been defined to classify patients with HCC.

The natural history and current therapeutic strategies for patients within different BCLC categories are shown in Figure 1 (57) and discussed below.

Early Stages

The natural history of early HCC (stage 0 and stage A) is unknown because most patients with early-stage HCC are treated with potentially curative therapies (resection, liver transplantation, or local ablation, either with radiofrequency [RF] or percutaneous ethanol injection [PEI]) that are associated with 5-year survival rates of 50%–70% (4,13). The best actual outcome reported in untreated patients with Child–Pugh class A disease and with single tumors is 20% survival at 5 years (14). No specific RCT's comparing...
curative therapies with best supportive care have been conducted because it is assumed that treatment improves life expectancy. Direct comparisons between resection and local ablative treatment have yielded inconsistent results, whereas comparisons of resection with liver transplantation are based only on cohort studies and case series, which are prone to treatment selection biases. Although positive results have been reported for adjuvant therapies such as retinoids, interferon, and other treatments in isolated RCTs, no adjuvant therapies are currently accepted as the standard of care for HCC patients who have undergone complete resection or local ablative therapy. Furthermore, the role of neoadjuvant therapies in patients awaiting liver transplantation remains unclear (7). These are gray areas of research that represent an unmet clinical need.

Prognostic factors that have been identified in surgical case series of patients with early-stage HCC are size of the main nodule, multicity (single nodule ≤2 cm, single nodule 2–5 cm, two or three nodules ≤3 cm), and liver function, as assessed by portal hypertension and serum bilirubin (13). The Child–Pugh classification is used for prognosis estimation in patients undergoing percutaneous ablation. Patients with early tumors rarely present with cancer-related symptoms. In liver transplantation case series, variables related to early HCC status (single tumor ≤5 cm or three nodules ≤3 cm)—the so-called Milan criteria—define good prognosis (15).

Intermediate to Advanced Hepatocellular Carcinoma

The prognosis of patients with unresectable HCC has been assumed to be poor, with median survival of less than 1 year. The 1- and 2-year survival rates of untreated patients randomly assigned to the control arm in 25 RCTs ranged from 10% to 72% and from 8% to 50%, respectively (5). These widely discrepant figures likely reflect the inclusion of patients with differing stages of the disease. Indeed, the BCLC classification further stratifies patients with unresectable HCC into three categories: intermediate (stage B), advanced (stage C), and end stage (stage D) (4,9). Untreated patients with intermediate-stage HCC (multinodular asymptomatic tumors without vascular invasion or extrahepatic spread) have a median survival of approximately 16 months (5). Chemoembolization improves median survival to 19–20 months in RCTs (5,16,17) and is considered the standard of care (7). Untreated patients with advanced-stage disease (ie, ECOG performance status 1 or 2 and/or vascular invasion or extrahepatic spread) have a median survival of 6–7 months. Among this group, outcomes vary according to Child–Pugh class. Recently, sorafenib—a multitarget tyrosine kinase inhibitor—was found to improve survival of patients with advanced-stage HCC (median overall survival was 10.7 months for sorafenib vs 7.9 months for placebo, P = .0006) (18). Sorafenib was approved by regulatory agencies during 2007 and is likely to become the new standard systemic therapy for HCC patients with advanced disease.

End-Stage Hepatocellular Carcinoma

Patients who present with end-stage disease (stage D) have high HCC tumor burden associated with an ECOG performance status of 3 or 4. These patients have a reported median survival of only 3 months (4). Similarly, Child–Pugh class C patients with HCC who are unsuitable for transplantation also have a very poor prognosis.

Evidence-Based Recommendations in Oncology

The levels of evidence for treatment recommendation in oncology provide a common framework to understand the evidence-based treatment recommendations in HCC. In general, management of cancer patients should be supported by high-quality evidence. Three levels of clinical decision making have been described (19). The first level is based on personal experiences and might be applied to small numbers of individuals. The second level is based on empirical experiences and is applied to hundreds of patients of a given physician. The third level represents across-the-board recommendations for a population—that is, it affects thousands of patients—and must be based on rigorous assessment of the scientific evidence. Treatment recommendations are based on the strength of the evidence and the magnitude of benefit (and the risk to benefit ratio).

Strength of Evidence

Clinical trials (phase 1, 2, and 3) are the mainstay of experimental studies and provide the most convincing evidence for any hypothesis. The criteria to define levels of evidence have been summarized by the US National Cancer Institute (20). A hierarchy is often used that incorporates both the strength of study design and the strength of endpoints (Table 1). In principle, the double-blinded RCT (category 1) is the gold standard of clinical trial design, but the RCT must be of high quality to reliably avoid confounding biases. Blinding is not mandatory when survival is the primary endpoint. Critical components of high-quality trial design include a clear definition of study population and endpoints, sample size and power calculations, treatment allocation and masking, stratification, intention-to-treat analysis, and interim analysis plans and stopping rules (21,22). These key components of RCT quality should be included in the assessment of clinical outcomes within phase 3 studies (see Table 4) (23). Guidelines for reporting RCTs are summarized in the CONSORT statements (24).

Nonrandomized studies (category 2, typically nonrandomized phase 2 studies) provide less robust evidence and are generally insufficient to change standards of care or warrant drug approval. Category 2 analyses also include subset analyses of RCTs, which are subject to errors inherent in multiplicity (ie, “statistically significant” results are expected as a result of random variation of measured effects in multiple subsets). Finally, case series and retrospective analyses provide the lowest strength of evidence (category 3).

Magnitude of the Benefit

Survival benefits derived from treatments in oncology are highly heterogeneous, and the definition of clinically meaningful survival benefits is controversial (25). On the basis of a cost-effectiveness perspective, some investigators have suggested that clinically relevant survival improvements are those exceeding 3 months (26). The magnitude of benefits may be relative to the outcome expected for the target population, either untreated or receiving the standard-of-care treatment, and the benefit/risk ratio. Therefore, the magnitude of benefit can be expressed as the relative percentage improvement in survival (or other, surrogate endpoint) or decrease in the hazard ratio of death.
Endpoints for Targeted Therapies in Oncology

The new targeted drugs present particular challenges to trial design and methodology in clinical research. Trials assessing traditional cytotoxic agents were designed to capture cytotoxic effects as a decrease in tumor cross-sectional area based on two-dimensional measurements (a surrogate for tumor volume, which until recently was difficult to measure). The assumption has been that a decrease in tumor size was a step toward achieving complete remission. Such tumor “shrinkage” (objective response) was also postulated to be clinically relevant and to translate to enhanced survival, a supposition that was often without concrete data. However, current targeted agents may act as cytostatic agents and/or increase inflammatory response and possibly improve survival with no measurable change in tumor size. Thus, for this class of agents time-to-event endpoints may be more critical than decreases in tumor volume.

In current oncological practice, phase 1 studies are intended to define appropriate dosage by using endpoints such as dose-limiting toxicity, maximum tolerated dose, pharmacokinetic profile, and pharmacodynamic profile. The primary endpoint of these studies is the safety profile or change in measures that reflect relevant biologic processes. Different trial designs and dose escalation strategies have been described elsewhere (21,22,27). Alternative trial designs for novel drugs could evaluate toxicity and estimate the inhibition of a target in surrogate cells, such as those found within the peripheral blood, and define a dose that is able to abrogate a specific signaling pathway whose alteration is expected to produce the desired biological effect in the tumor.

Phase 2 studies are typically designed to determine antitumor activity in a selected group of patients with a specific cancer. Assessment of molecularly targeted therapies may, however, require a time-to-event endpoint to properly capture this antitumor effect (28). Other endpoints that are generally assessed include toxicity, duration of response, and biomarker response. Phase 2 studies can be either single-arm studies or randomized studies with a control arm that includes the standard of treatment for the targeted population. Randomized phase 2 studies have been used extensively in oncology in recent years. Of 226 randomized phase 2 studies analyzed in a recent review (29), the median sample size was 40 patients per arm, and only about 15% of drugs were advanced to phase 3 studies.

Phase 3 studies are aimed at assessing clinically relevant outcomes. These studies are needed to provide a sufficient level of evidence of survival advantage or other clinical benefit for any treatment to change clinical practice. The eligibility criteria determine the study population but are a potential source of selection bias that can affect generalizability of the results. Populations enriched by specific biomarkers in so-called targeted trials may permit a large reduction in the number of patients that are needed, but the results will not be readily generalizable due to the lack of reliable biomarkers and unknown off-target effects.

The most common endpoints assessed in oncology trials are overall survival, disease- and progression-free survival, time to progression, and response rate. Determination of all endpoints other than survival can be subjective. The endpoints that were used the most by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for regular and accelerated approval of anti-neoplastic drugs during 1990–2002 were overall survival and antitumor response (30).

### Design of Clinical Trials in Hepatocellular Carcinoma: Endpoints

Clinical trials in HCC should be designed in accord with conventional biostatistical rules applied in oncology trials (21,22,27). When selecting endpoints in HCC clinical trials, researchers should give specific consideration to the fact that death often occurs as a result of liver failure in patients with liver cancer (Box 1). In principle, there are two general categories of endpoints in clinical trials: direct clinical outcomes (which include overall survival, time to recurrence, and time to symptomatic progression [TTSP]) and potential indirect surrogates.

#### Direct Clinical Outcomes

**Overall Survival.** This outcome captures the time from random assignment until death. It is the most important endpoint and the one that is least subject to investigator bias. The FDA relied on improved survival as an endpoint for regular approval of drugs in oncology in 18 of 57 cases (31%) from 1990 to 2002 (30). Overall survival was the primary endpoint recommended by the expert panel for any phase 3 study in HCC. Although this outcome should also be reported in phase 2 studies, it does not serve as a reliable endpoint for this study design because it cannot be properly powered.

Cancer-specific survival is a related endpoint, in which only deaths due to cancer are considered for survival analysis and non-cancer-related deaths are censored. Although this endpoint may be of biologic importance in a disease-specific intervention, it is a

---

**Table 1. Levels of evidence in the assessment of benefits in the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma according to the strength of study design and of endpoints**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments assessed</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgical treatments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical resection</td>
<td>Increased survival</td>
<td>3iiA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant therapies</td>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>1iiA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver transplantation</td>
<td>Increased survival</td>
<td>3iiA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoadjuvant therapies</td>
<td>Treatment response</td>
<td>2iiDii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locoregional treatments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous treatments</td>
<td>Increased survival</td>
<td>3iiA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous ethanol injection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiofrequency ablation</td>
<td>Better local control</td>
<td>1iiD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemoembolization</td>
<td>Increased survival</td>
<td>1iiA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial chemotherapy</td>
<td>Treatment response</td>
<td>3iiDii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal radiation (I131, Y90)</td>
<td>Treatment response</td>
<td>3iiDii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systemic treatments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorafenib</td>
<td>Increased survival</td>
<td>1iA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen</td>
<td>No benefit</td>
<td>1iA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic chemotherapy</td>
<td>No benefit</td>
<td>1iA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferon</td>
<td>No benefit</td>
<td>1iA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Classification of evidence adapted from National Cancer Institute: www.cancer.gov. Twenty classifications are as follows: Study design: random- ized controlled trial, meta-analysis = 1 (double-blinded: 1i, nonblinded: 1ii). Nonrandomized controlled trials = 2. Case series = 3 (population-based 3i, non-population-based, consecutive 3i, non-population-based, nonconsecutive: 3ii); endpoint: survival (A), cause-specific mortality (B), quality of life (C). Indirect surrogates (Di disease-free survival [Di]), progression-free survival (Di), tumor response (Di).
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more subjective endpoint than total mortality. In particular, whereas death in Child–Pugh class A patients with HCC is usually related to tumor progression, it can be difficult to accurately ascertain the cause of death in HCC patients with Child–Pugh B or C disease. Treatment-related deaths may also be missed in the analysis of cancer-specific survival.

The assessment of cancer-specific survival needs to take into account intercurrent mortality (ie, mortality from causes other than HCC) because even modest intercurrent death rates can dilute the evaluation of treatment differences (31). The standard method to estimate the probability of death over time is Kaplan–Meier statistical analysis. However, this method does not allow for the recognition of other clinical outcomes, including death from other causes (eg, liver failure), and can thus overestimate the probability of death from HCC. In contrast, the competing risk analysis method will provide an estimate of HCC-related death in the presence of alternate yet plausible outcomes such as death from liver failure or liver transplantation. Notably, this approach has been used successfully to highlight differential rates of competing outcomes in patients waiting for a liver transplantation (32).

The following example illustrates the relevance of accounting for competing risks depending upon the endpoint chosen. If an intervention is hoped to reduce mortality (ie, the endpoint is overall survival) from 30% to 15%, the risk ratio is 2, with a binomial sample size calculation of 320. However, if the intervention is hoped to reduce HCC-related death (ie, the endpoint is cancer-related death), and the competing mortality from progressive liver failure is 15% in both arms, the risk ratio will be reduced to 1.5 and the sample size consequently increased to 440. Thus, a competing risk analysis method is recommended to account for other deaths that may occur during follow-up (31).
analysis that assesses cancer-related deaths requires a larger sample size than an overall survival analysis. A similar competing risk approach should be considered when assessing time to recurrence.

**Time to Recurrence.** Time to recurrence was recommended by the panel as the primary endpoint for HCC phase 2 and 3 studies that assess adjuvant therapies after resection or local ablation. This endpoint is more difficult to interpret in single-arm phase 2 studies than in randomized phase 2 trials because of the lack of a control group. Molecular studies have shown that recurrence after resection has two components. The main component, which accounts for 60%–70% of recurrences, includes true metastasis that results from HCC dissemination before resection and is undetectable by imaging techniques (13). This type of recurrence occurs mainly within the first 2 years after resection (33). The other component includes metachronous tumors that arise de novo in a preneoplastic cirrhotic liver. The type of tumor recurrence should be confirmed by molecular studies (eg, comparative genomic hybridization analysis, microarray analysis) (34,35) if feasible because treatments that are effective against metastasis may not prevent de novo cancer, and vice versa. Thus, molecular studies that aim to differentiate the two types of recurrences within RCTs are recommended, although they might be pragmatically difficult to accomplish.

**Time to Symptomatic Progression.** This endpoint reflects the time between random assignment and the occurrence of disease-related symptoms or differences in preestablished questionnaire scores. Time to symptomatic progression and health-related quality-of-life instruments have not generally been used as a sole basis for drug approvals. In general, time to symptomatic progression can capture deterioration in quality of life along with drug-related toxicity. This endpoint, however, is particularly hard to measure in cirrhotic patients with cancer, in whom the impairment of quality of life may be a consequence of the natural history of cirrhosis and not of tumor progression. In fact, there is no validated tool or questionnaire to measure quality of life in HCC. The most frequently used instrument is the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Hep-30 scale (36), which was developed for patients with hepatobiliary tumors, and the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer QCL-C30 (37). The lack of any clear evidence that these are reliable questionnaires to capture this endpoint in HCC prevents their general recommendation for research purposes. Thus, the panel concluded that the time to symptomatic progression endpoint is not ready for HCC clinical research at this point. Nevertheless, the exploration of clinically relevant measures of changes in physical status and quality of life merits further investigation.

**Potential Indirect Surrogate Endpoints**
Surrogate endpoints are all usually subject to investigator interpretation. More important, they do not automatically translate into direct patient benefit. For example, in RCTs of paclitaxel in patients with metastatic breast cancer, improvements in response rate and progression-free survival were not followed by improvements in health outcomes (38). Nevertheless, in many cases regulatory agencies have approved treatments that improve these surrogate endpoints while awaiting a more definitive endpoint to support their use. In this regard, tumor response rate, either alone or together with time to progression, was the endpoint used by FDA to justify regular approval of 26 drugs in oncology (46%) or accelerated approval of 12 drugs (85%) between 1990 and 2002 (30).

**Disease-Free Survival and Progression-Free Survival.** These are composite endpoints that include two types of variables: death and evidence of radiological recurrence or death and evidence of radiological progression (disease- and progression-free survival, respectively). In general, regulatory agencies prefer progression-free survival to time to progression for drug approval because the former endpoint may be better correlated with overall survival. However, although disease- and progression-free survival are appropriate endpoints in other solid tumors, they are particularly unreliable endpoints in HCC research because death resulting from the natural history of cirrhosis might confound detection of potential benefits from effective drugs. That is, a type II error might result from using progression-free survival as an endpoint in a suboptimal population in early phases of drug development. In the scenarios shown in Figure 2, benefits in preventing progression could be masked by death as a result of liver failure (Figure 2, A), whereas two drugs that actually have the same effects on progression might appear to differ in their benefits (type I error) because of imbalances in liver failure-related death (Figure 2, B). Thus, the panel discouraged the use of progression-free survival as a primary endpoint for trials testing new compounds in HCC. Similarly, disease-free survival is not supported for assessment of adjuvant therapies after resection, transplantation, or local ablation because of the confounding composite nature of this endpoint. In the exceptional circumstances in which these endpoints are applied, a restrictive selection of patients with well-preserved liver function is recommended to minimize the impact of death unrelated with tumor progression.

**Time to Progression.** This endpoint reflects the time between random assignment and radiological progression as defined by the amendments of the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST; 39), as described below (“Radiological measurements of Time to Progression and Response Rate”). This pure radiological endpoint requires repeated radiological measurements to capture relevant differences between groups that can be missed if the intervals between measurements are too long. The formal recommendation of the panel was to conduct imaging surveillance every 6–8 weeks by computed tomography (CT) scan or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Symmetric assessment should be ensured between treatment arms. Deaths are censored as nonradiological progressions at the time of death or at an earlier visit, representing informative censoring. The panel recommended time to progression as the main time-to-event endpoint to capture possible antitumor benefits in phase 2 trials testing molecular targeted therapies in HCC because it is less vulnerable (only progression captured) than composite endpoints.

Robust evidence is needed to support time to progression as a true surrogate of overall survival in phase 3 trials of HCC. However, to date, this endpoint has rarely been measured in phase 3 studies of HCC. Formal application of criteria for true surrogacy of time to progression for overall survival in HCC is awaited from the analysis of the phase 3 trial of sorafenib (18).
Response Rate. Antitumor response, as measured according to the World Health Organization (39) and RECIST (40) criteria, has been considered to be the primary endpoint for phase 2 studies to proceed to further phase 3 investigations. Studies applying Cox proportional hazards analysis in HCC research suggest that this endpoint is consistently associated with survival in trials of locoregional therapies (17). Tumor shrinkage resulting from necrosis, ischemia, and cytotoxicity induced by RF ablation and chemoembolization precedes a survival benefit, fulfilling one of the requirements for true surrogacy. However, with the advent of targeted molecular compounds the reliance on response rate needs to be reconsidered because clinically significant survival advantages have been reported with only marginal tumor responses. Indeed, molecularly targeted compounds that produce objective response rates of less than 10% have resulted in improved survival in RCTs, including erlotinib in non–small cell lung cancer (41), temsirolimus in renal cancer (42), bevacizumab in metastatic colorectal cancer (43), and, more recently, sorafenib in liver cancer (18) (Table 2). Thus, the panel formally discouraged the use of response rate as an endpoint for capturing the benefits of targeted drugs in phase 2 studies of HCC. This represents a change in the paradigm of design of clinical trials in

Figure 2. Time to progression (TTP) and progression-free survival (PFS) assessment in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The ability of these endpoints to capture treatment benefit is illustrated for two possibilities (treatment A [dashed lines] is better than treatment B [solid lines] or treatment A is the same as treatment B) under two trial design scenarios (a theoretical trial with good design [ie, no potential bias included—inclusion criteria are correct, there is no treatment toxicity, and all deaths are from HCC] and a real scenario [ie, potential bias included—inclusion criteria may not be correct, there may be treatment toxicity, and some deaths may be due to cirrhosis or treatment toxicity instead of to HCC]). The graphs plot the percentage of patients free of progression (PFS) against time in months and the cumulative incidence of progression (TTP) against time. PFS is calculated as $1 - TTP$. A) Assessment of TTP and PFS when drug A is better than drug B. In the theoretical scenario (left panel), both endpoints reveal a statistically significant difference between the arms. In the real scenario (right panel), TTP continues to show a statistically significant difference between treatments. However, because of confounding deaths as a result of liver failure, PFS is unable to capture the true benefits from drug A, leading to a type II error. B) Assessment of TTP and PFS when the effects of drug A are not different from those of drug B. In the theoretical scenario, both endpoints show non–statistically significant differences between the two arms. However, in the real scenario, confounding deaths can result in PFS indicating an antitumor effect when no such effect exists (type I error). C) Assessment of TTP when drug A is better than drug B according to Kaplan–Meier analysis (left panel) or a competing risks assessment (right panel) under the real scenario.
Examples of targeted therapies that improve survival with an objective response rate of less than 10%. Reference numbers are in parentheses.

The expert panel recommended adopting a modification of the RECIST criteria (39) to assess response rates and time to progression. The original RECIST publication (39) did not address measures of antitumor activity other than response assessment. The original RECIST publication (39) did not include these endpoints should be defined following centralized radiological review rather than being based on the assessment of local investigators.

The RECIST (39) criteria define standard methods for converting radiology image observations to a quantitative and statistically tractable framework for measuring the response of tumor size to therapy. Target lesions are measured using a single linear summation. These criteria were designed primarily for evaluation of cytotoxic agents that induce cell death, even in the absence of major necrosis. Hence, assessments based solely on changes in tumor size or morphology can be misleading when applied to other anticancer drugs, such as molecular targeted therapies, or other therapeutic interventions. Recent studies have found a poor correlation between the extent of tumor necrosis induced by new agents such as sorafenib or by interventional procedures such as chemoembolization and conventional methods of response assessment. The original RECIST publication (39) did not address measures of antitumor activity other than tumor shrinkage. In 2000, however, a panel of experts convened by EASL recommended that the response criteria be amended to take into account tumor necrosis induced by treatment (8). That panel considered estimation of the reduction in viable tumor area using contrast-enhanced radiological imaging to be the optimal method to assess treatment response. Viable tumor was defined as uptake of contrast agent in the arterial phase of dynamic CT or MRI.

The expert panel has adapted the concept of viable tumor endorsed by EASL (7) and AASLD (8) and proposed the following amendments to RECIST criteria in the determination of tumor response for target lesions in HCC: complete response is the disappearance of any intratumoral arterial enhancement in all target lesions; partial response is at least a 30% decrease in the sum of diameters of viable (contrast enhancement in the arterial phase) target lesions, taking as reference the baseline sum of the diameters of target lesions; progressive disease is an increase of at least 20% in the sum of the diameters of viable (enhancing) target lesions, taking as reference the smallest sum of the diameters of viable (enhancing) target lesions recorded since the treatment started; stable disease is any cases that do not qualify for either partial response or progressive disease.

According to these amendments, progressive disease will also be declared on the appearance of one or more new lesions, as per RECIST (39). A newly detected hepatic nodule will be classified as HCC—and therefore will be declared as evidence of progression—when its longest diameter is at least 10 mm and the nodule shows the typical vascular pattern of HCC on dynamic imaging, that is, hypervascularization in the arterial phase with washout in the portal venous or late venous phase. Lesions larger than 10 mm that do not show a typical vascular pattern can be diagnosed as HCC by evidence of at least 1-cm interval growth in subsequent scans. An individual radiological event will be adjudicated in retrospect as progression at the time it was first detected by imaging techniques, even if strict criteria were fulfilled only on subsequent radiological testing. Finally, for nonenhancing atypical lesions, the conventional RECIST criteria will be applied.

These definitions also apply to the assessment of HCC recurrence after resection or local ablation. As per RECIST, cytopathological confirmation of the neoplastic nature of any effusion (particularly ascites) that appears or worsens during treatment is required when the measurable tumor has met criteria for response or stable disease.

To properly use the proposed criteria to improve comparability across studies, uniform image acquisition parameters, quality control, and independent blinded multireader assessments should be used. In view of the accuracy of volumetric determinations that are performed by current imaging instruments, we suggest that direct volumetric measurement to identify partial response and progression should be a priority in future clinical trial research.

### Table 2. Change in the paradigm for designing clinical trials in hepatocellular carcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of treatment</th>
<th>Objective response</th>
<th>Survival benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional treatments in HCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local ablative therapies (RF ablation and/or PEI)</td>
<td>70–80% (CR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemoembolization</td>
<td>35–40% (PR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal radiation (I131, Y90)</td>
<td>20–30% (PR)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraarterial chemotherapy</td>
<td>15–20% (PR)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic chemotherapy</td>
<td>~10% (PR)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular targeted therapies in oncological practice†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-molecule kinase inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR: erlotinib (NSCLC) (41)</td>
<td>9% (PR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raf/VEGFR: sorafenib (HCC) (18)</td>
<td>2.7% (PR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTOR: temsirolimus (RCC) (42)</td>
<td>8% (PR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoclonal antibodies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-VEGF: bevacizumab (metastatic CRC) (43)</td>
<td>10% (PR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* HCC = hepatocellular carcinoma; RF = radiofrequency; PEI = percutaneous ethanol injection; CR = complete response; PR = partial response; NSCLC = non–small cell lung cancer; RCC = renal cell carcinoma; CRC = colorectal cancer; VEGF = vascular endothelial growth factor; EGFR = epidermal growth factor receptor; VEGF = vascular endothelial cell growth factor; mTOR = mammalian target of rapamycin.
† Examples of targeted therapies that improve survival with an objective response rate of less than 10%. Reference numbers are in parentheses.
New Tools in Hepatocellular Carcinoma Clinical Research

Molecular Imaging. The FDA has established the “Critical Path Initiative,” whose goal is to facilitate innovation in drug discovery and clinical trial development; functional imaging is a major cornerstone to this initiative (45). A number of quantitative molecular imaging techniques can be used to study tumor physiology in both the preclinical and clinical arenas. For example, in various cancers the pattern of tumor microvascular perfusion with dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI has been shown to correlate with histological grade, microvessel density, vascular endothelial growth factor expression level, and the effects of antiangiogenic and antivascular therapy (46).

Further studies are required to confirm these relationships in HCC. Currently, no molecular imaging method has been shown to accurately detect, characterize, or monitor the response of HCC to treatment. Difficulties in developing specific imaging methods for HCC are caused by the lack of obvious specific molecular targets, problems with drug delivery, and poor signal-to-noise ratios (47). Nevertheless, advances in molecular imaging are expected to help identify patients who are most likely to benefit from intervention, particularly with molecular targeted drugs, and to provide new parameters of interpreting efficacy.

New Biomarkers. Few biomarkers have been used in clinical research on oncology, and none have been proven to be an adequate surrogate for true health outcomes such as overall survival. With only a few exceptions, including paraprotein levels in blood and urine, which have been used as part of myeloma therapy (46), no known HCC biomarker has been shown to correlate with histological grade, microvessel density, vascular endothelial growth factor expression level, and the effects of antiangiogenic and antivascular therapy (46).

Further studies are required to confirm these relationships in HCC. Currently, no molecular imaging method has been shown to accurately detect, characterize, or monitor the response of HCC to treatment. Difficulties in developing specific imaging methods for HCC are caused by the lack of obvious specific molecular targets, problems with drug delivery, and poor signal-to-noise ratios (47). Nevertheless, advances in molecular imaging are expected to help identify patients who are most likely to benefit from intervention, particularly with molecular targeted drugs, and to provide new parameters of interpreting efficacy.

New Biomarkers. Few biomarkers have been used in clinical research on oncology, and none have been proven to be an adequate surrogate for true health outcomes such as overall survival. With only a few exceptions, including paraprotein levels in blood and urine, which have been used as part of myeloma therapy (46), no known HCC biomarker has been shown to correlate with histological grade, microvessel density, vascular endothelial growth factor expression level, and the effects of antiangiogenic and antivascular therapy (46).

Further studies are required to confirm these relationships in HCC. Currently, no molecular imaging method has been shown to accurately detect, characterize, or monitor the response of HCC to treatment. Difficulties in developing specific imaging methods for HCC are caused by the lack of obvious specific molecular targets, problems with drug delivery, and poor signal-to-noise ratios (47). Nevertheless, advances in molecular imaging are expected to help identify patients who are most likely to benefit from intervention, particularly with molecular targeted drugs, and to provide new parameters of interpreting efficacy.

Design of Clinical Trials in Hepatocellular Carcinoma: Study Population, Stratification, and Control Arms

Study Population

Diagnosis of Hepatocellular Carcinoma. Pathological confirmation of HCC or noninvasive criteria following the AASLD guidelines (7)—recently validated (50)—were accepted by the expert panel for trial eligibility. In brief, HCC can be defined in cirrhotic patients by one imaging technique (CT scan, MRI, or second-generation contrast ultrasound) showing a nodule larger than 2 cm in diameter. Cytomorphological confirmation is required for patients who do not fulfill these eligibility criteria. Molecular diagnosis of HCC is not yet ready for clinical research (51).

Target Population. It is important to select homogeneous patient populations for the evaluation of new agents. Otherwise, the results of clinical trials will be difficult to interpret and can be confounded by differing patient characteristics. The BCLC classification defines homogeneous populations of patients with different natural outcomes and specific prognostic variables (4,9). Thus, patients included in an HCC clinical trial should either represent a specific BCLC class or be stratified for this staging system. Although patients with both Child–Pugh class A and B disease can be considered for clinical trials in HCC research, the working group recommended an initial focus on Child–Pugh class A patients. These selection criteria facilitate the assessment of drug effect without the confounding issues of liver failure and death as a result of underlying cirrhosis. A recent systematic review (52) of 118 studies of patients with cirrhosis but no known HCC found that Child–Pugh class A patients have 1- and 2-year actuarial survival rates of 95% and 90%, respectively, compared with 80% and 70%, respectively, in Child–Pugh class B patients and 45% and 38%, respectively, in Child–Pugh class C patients. Accordingly, in Child–Pugh class B or C patients, death from cirrhosis could potentially mask treatment-related antitumor efficacy. After initial studies of a new agent or combination of agents in Child–Pugh A patients, subsequent studies can be conducted in HCC patients with Child–Pugh B disease to assess the safety profile of new compounds in this population. Child–Pugh class C patients are poor candidates for any clinical research because of their poor prognosis without liver transplantation.

Parameters Assessed and Reported in Clinical Trials. The minimum baseline variables that should be included in HCC phase 2 and 3 studies are detailed in Table 3. Specific surgical findings should be reported in subsequent studies. Race/ethnicity and sex of patients should be reported in all trials because the natural history of HCC and treatment effect may vary across these categories.

Stratification Before Randomization

The expert panel recommended that the target population for an experimental study in HCC should be selected according to the BCLC staging system (Figure 1). The target population should also be stratified by BCLC stage before randomization; post hoc statistical adjustment is less desirable as a means to control for unbalanced prognostic variables. Among patients with advanced-stage HCC (BCLC stage C), stratification for ECOG performance status (0 vs 1–2), tumor burden (vascular invasion and/or extrapaticular spread), and Child–Pugh class are recommended. Stratification by region of the world is advisable in international trials (Western countries vs Asian countries). “Overstratification” by less important prognostic variables such as etiology and age is not desirable; however, randomization can provide balanced distributions of these variables. Stratification using other staging systems, such as the Cancer of the Liver Italian Program (CLIP) (53) or Chinese University Prognostic Index (CUPI) (54), was generally discouraged by the panel because they have suboptimal capacity to define homogeneous subgroups among patients with advanced- and end-stage disease.
Trials of adjuvant therapy after potentially curative therapies should be generally conducted in patients of BCLC stage 0 or A. In studies that have tissue specimens available, patients should be stratified for high or low risk of recurrence. High risk of recurrence after resection is defined by the presence of vascular invasion, satellite nodules/multinodularity, or poor differentiation (13). Pathological TNM stage information should also be collected in such trials, although the prognostic implications of this classification are less clear. In the case of adjuvant trials after ablation, patients should be stratified by tumor size and multinodularity, which reflect the risk of recurrence (55,56).

Control Arm of Randomized Trials
Patients randomly assigned to the control arm in a clinical trial should receive the best standard of care. In 2008, both PEI and RF ablation are considered the standard of care for patients with early HCC, with no proven survival difference between them (6,7). For comparisons of new treatments in patients with intermediate-stage (BCLC stage B) disease, chemoembolization is the standard of care, based on RCTs (5,16,17). Until recently, new agents for patients with more advanced HCC (BCLC stage C) have been mostly compared with either placebo or best supportive care. The demonstration of improved survival using the multitarget kinase inhibitor sorafenib in a placebo-controlled trial has changed this situation (18). Most investigators are now likely to accept sorafenib as the standard of care, and the expert panel cautiously recommended it as a control arm for future RCTs of first-line systemic agents. Ongoing trials should seek the advice from their Data Safety and Monitoring Committee (DSMC) anytime a new drug or device demonstrates clinical benefits for the same HCC target population.

Liver Function in Trial Design
Cirrhotic patients present specific challenges to management and interpretation of treatment toxicity in trials of new agents. Such patients are prone to liver decompensation from underlying cirrhosis or reactivation of chronic hepatitis B viral infection after local or systemic chemotherapy. Therefore, whenever possible, studies should separately include (and/or analyze) patients with and without cirrhosis. The definition of cirrhosis should be identified and reported as either biopsy proven or based on clinical and radiological features. Although Child–Pugh score was endorsed by the panel as the gold standard for measurement of liver impairment, the panel also recommended that future trial also report the Model of End-Stage Liver Disease score (57). Once a clinical benefit of any therapy has been identified in Child–Pugh class A patients, further studies should be designed to confirm the efficacy in patients with more advanced liver impairment.

Stopping rules for reasons of safety and toxicity should be defined by the DSMC. Liver-related toxic effects are captured by serum aminotransferase levels, bilirubin levels, and prothrombin time. Liver decompensation and liver failure–only deaths regardless of treatment–associated antitumor effects are expected. The actuarial probability of 1- and 2-year deaths due to liver failure regardless of treatment response is 5% and 10% in Child–Pugh A class patients (52). Treatment-related deaths should be less than 3% for all the interventions.

Summary of Trial Design Strategies in Hepatocellular Carcinoma
The strategy recommended by the expert panel for trial design in HCC research is summarized in Figure 3 and Table 4. These recommendations are intended to provide a framework as of 2008 that will evolve as new evidence becomes available, including more precise information on the natural history of HCC, novel therapies, and predictive biomarkers.

Design of Phase 1 Studies
Specific phase 1 studies in Child–Pugh class A patients with cirrhosis and HCC are recommended to estimate the exact dose, toxicity, and liver-related event risk that are not captured by phase 1 studies that include patients with a variety of neoplasms. Single-arm proof-of-concept phase 2 studies are recommended as part of phase 1/2 studies, in which patients in the phase 2 part of the trial will be tested at the adequate dose.

Design of Phase 2 Studies
Randomized phase 2 studies were proposed by Simon et al. (58) to minimize the likelihood of erroneous conclusions regarding efficacy. This type of design is recommended by the expert panel for testing new drugs and devices in HCC research. Consequently, single-arm phase 2 trials are generally discouraged. However, large single-arm phase 2 studies might be considered when a contemporary historical control arm has been well characterized within other trials, and,
thus, inclusion criteria can be reproduced. In these exceptional circumstances, the results of single-arm phase 2 studies in patients with advanced HCC can be compared with a well-known outcome in a homogeneous control group that used the same inclusion criteria. Any such comparison should still be treated with caution.

The panel recommended that randomized phase 2 studies be powered (for instance, type I error 10%, power 80%) to test a time-to-event surrogate endpoint such as time to progression to aid in the decision to advance to phase 3 studies. Overall survival should be reported as a secondary endpoint, along with a safety assessment. Response rate and disease control rates are recommended only as ancillary information. Composite endpoints such as disease- and progression-free survival should be tested only as secondary or tertiary endpoints. Quality-of-life assessment in HCC research is recommended only as ancillary information. Additional research in the area of quality of life will be important. Randomized studies that test molecular targeted therapies should optimally include biomarker analysis (in tissue and/or serum samples) to enable the identification of molecular markers of response and for pharmacokinetic purposes, as reported in other cancers (59,60).

The control arm for initial therapy of advanced HCC should be sorafenib. New agents that are being assessed as second-line treatments for advanced HCC should be compared with placebo or best supportive care. Only agents that have shown clinically meaningful benefit as second-line treatments in phase 3 investigations should be considered for a direct comparison with the approved first-line option in phase 2 studies. Similarly, new compounds being tested for use as adjuvant or neoadjuvant treatments should be compared with placebo or best supportive care in phase 2 studies.

Figure 3. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) trial design strategy recommended by the expert panel. Combined phase 1/2 studies in cirrhotic patients will capture liver-specific toxic effects of new drugs. Randomized phase 2 trials are pivotal in HCC research because they enable reliable comparison with the standard of care. Phase 3 studies remain the main source of evidence in HCC research. Phase 2/3 studies may be appropriate in very specific circumstances, that is, where the drug proposed would require fast-track assessment.

Table 4. Conventional and proposed trial design, study population, and endpoints in hepatocellular carcinoma research*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial phase and component</th>
<th>Conventional design</th>
<th>New proposed design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>All cancers</td>
<td>HCC by BCLC Child–Pugh A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study population</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Phase 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Dose defining</td>
<td>Dose defining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Toxic effects</td>
<td>Toxic effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTD, pharmacokinetics</td>
<td>MTD and/or OBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dose defining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2*</td>
<td>Unresectable HCC</td>
<td>HCC by BCLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study population</td>
<td>Child–Pugh A and B</td>
<td>Child–Pugh A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Single arm</td>
<td>Randomized phase 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>Antitumor activity</td>
<td>Single arm†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Antitumor activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response rate</td>
<td>Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toxicity</td>
<td>TTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3†</td>
<td>Unresectable HCC</td>
<td>Survival, toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study population</td>
<td>HCC by BCLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design‡</td>
<td>Child–Pugh A and B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>Clinical outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PFS, DFS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* HCC = hepatocellular carcinoma; BCLC = Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer; MTD = maximum tolerated dose; OBD = optimal biological dose; TTP = time to progression; RCT = randomized controlled trial; PFS = progression-free survival; DFS = disease-free survival.
† Large single-arm phase 2 studies might only be considered when a contemporary historical control arm has been well characterized within other trials, and thus, inclusion criteria can be reproduced.
‡ Consider phase 2/3 studies for fast-track approval with strong interim analysis.
§ Time to recurrence as primary endpoint in adjuvant trials.
Design of Phase 3 Studies
The primary endpoint for phase 3 studies that assess primary HCC treatments is survival. Endpoints such as time to progression must be validated as surrogate endpoints of survival before their routine incorporation as primary endpoints; at the present time they should be considered only secondary endpoints. Composite endpoints should be avoided in phase 3 studies in HCC research. Clinical trials of locoregional therapies should report a time-to-local recurrence endpoint. Phase 3 studies of adjuvant therapies should use either overall survival or time to recurrence as a primary endpoint. Clinical trials of treatment for patients awaiting liver transplantation should consider time to transplantation (or time to dropout) as the key primary endpoint.

High-quality phase 3 studies in HCC should include clear definition of interventions, initial assembly of comparable groups (stratification of patients before randomization according to the BCLC staging system or other established prognostic factors in adjuvant studies), adequate concealment (computer-generated allocation sequence, centralized randomization), double-blinded studies to warrant masking of outcome assessment when feasible, and an adequate relevant outcome endpoint (Supplementary Table 4, available online).

The control arm for phase 3 studies should be the standard-of-care therapy. Therefore, for the assessment of first-line systemic treatments for advanced HCC, the recommended trial design is one that would compare the combination of a new agent plus sorafenib with sorafenib alone. Comparison of single agents head to head with the standard-of-care therapy might jeopardize study approval and recruitment of patients due to ethical reasons, unless the tested agent showed promising efficacy in early phase 2 studies. For second-line treatments, the new agent should be tested against placebo or best supportive care, and the selection criteria should include patients with contraindications to or failures on sorafenib.

Dual phase 2/3 studies can overcome the inherent time limitations in study design and/or execution of two consecutive studies. The primary advantages of phase 2/3 studies are both time and cost savings. These studies should be considered with caution, however, because a strong interim analysis between the 2 and 3 phases of the study is mandatory, and in some instances patient accrual will have to be discontinued while the DSMC is making a decision.

Future Challenges
Designing clinical trials in HCC is particularly complex because of underlying nonmalignant liver disease. The guidelines developed by the AASLD expert panel and presented herein provide for the first time a working framework for designing trials with common rules that should facilitate comparability of results among researchers.

There remain several challenges in advancing the field of HCC clinical research. First, it should be established whether outcomes for a given tumor stage are equal in different geographic populations. Second, molecular classification might become clinically practical in the near future, and this might complicate trial design (6). The small number of centers and investigators currently involved in advanced clinical HCC research in comparison with other prevalent cancers is yet another challenge. Due to the complexity of the disease, the panel recommended that the design and conduct of phase 3 trials should be coordinated by centers with appropriate expertise in this specific cancer.

Minority Report
Dr A. X. Zhu has expressed concerns regarding the following. 1) Progression-free survival can be an acceptable endpoint in patients with well-preserved liver function because it will capture drug-induced safety signals. 2) CUPI (54) and CLIP (53) scoring systems are not discarded for trial design.
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